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assignment description - event poster in collage
For this project, you will investigate the components of a successful poster design and apply what you learn to your own 
illustration and design of an event poster. The event can be anything such as a concert, a museum opening, a play, an opera, 
bowling night...any event that interests you.

objective 
Ultimately, this project will sell something to your audience; in other words, you need to incite a group of people to attend 
your chosen event. The objective is to create a compelling idea through the use of composition, color combinations, beauty, 
truth...whatever works cohesively within your concept.

description 
The poster will be comprised of an assemblage of different forms, ephemera and materials including photographs, 
illustration and/or found elements. You can use virtually any materials, though not digital collage. You must let me know 
what you’re working with.

guidelines 
The Timeline herein outlines a detailed timetable for when you will be presenting.  Here is what is required:

1. Choose an Event
What events interest you? Choose a happening that will offer rich imagery.

2. Thumbnails + Composition
Create 20 thumbs for your ideas. Use the thumbs to help establish the composition of the entire poster. Consider 
where the words will exist within the illustration.

3. Sketches
After determining the most effective thumbnails for your message (ie. selling the event), develop your sketches 
including how the lettering will be rendered. 

4. Practice!
As with all of our projects, this is meant as an experiment for you. What can collage do for your illustration? How 
can you manipulate the materials to suit your message and concept? Practice transferring images, combining forms, 
working into the images, illustrating and rendering type.

5. Presentation
The minimum size of the final poster is 11 x 17 inches. You must scan your collage and print the final poster. The final 
print must be mounted somehow, either on mat board or printed on foam core. I recommend printing on foam core 
in the digital lab downstairs.

resources
+ The best resources are always analog. Check out real posters.
+ http://www.stephenkroninger.com/
+ http://www.eric-carle.com/
+ http://designarchives.aiga.org/
+ http://etc.usf.edu/clipart/

timeline
Date Due

11.02 Event Choice + Thumbs Due

11.04 Sketches Due

11.09 Work on Sketches and/or Final Illustration

11.11 Work on Final Illustration

11.16 Critique!


